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Klem was hands-on throughout the entire project. While meeting 
design requirements, Klem provided value-engineered ideas to 
meet our budget and were upfront and accurate with delivery 
dates. The casepieces for this property had numerous detailed 
components that could have been dif!cult for installation; 
however, Klem walked the installers through each process and 
provided onsite assistance for the !rst turn of rooms. The service 
and attention, along with a great quality product, made this 
project a huge success.”

Jackie Griggs
Senior Purchasing Manager
Gerry Brown & Associates

“Iberville Suites has completed a full hotel renovation and 
transformed into the Courtyard New Orleans. Enjoy a 
hotel experience, one block from Bourbon Street, steps from 
the romance and energy of the French Quarter. Unique 
in its design, New Orleans’ newest Courtyard offers 
sophisticated glamour inspired by the rich architectural 
heritage of the city. Historic elements and traditional 
millwork complement contemporary design capturing the 
vitality and character alike. 
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1. & 5. Suites showcase headboards that serve their traditional purpose as well as displaying beautiful artwork. A selection of 
distinctive graphics are framed in maple veneer with a rich espresso finish defining the rooms with a refreshing energy. Subtle, 
yet sleek upholstered extensions add a hint of contrast to accentuate the main attraction of each room.  2. The adjoined bench 
and 3-drawer chests serve their purpose successfully. Low bench with splash guard allows luggage to be stored atop, open space 
below works perfect to tuck away shoes and such, or hide your belongings in the closed drawer space. A small ottoman, nested 
in the half circle cutout, completes this guest amenity.  3. Double rooms provide a double dose of the beautiful headboards and 
include various sized desk, mobile desk and storage combinations for room configurations.  4. Right at home, set your accessories 
in the open corner shelving upon entering the room. Pull out the mobile desk, plug in your device, turn on the tv and work away.

COVER Enjoy the dynamic, individualized space of each room that provides beauty, a dose of relaxation and a hint of energy. 
Furniture built with solid wood construction that is handcrafted within the United States.

KLEM was elated to work hand in hand with the project design and management teams 
to transform the hotel by implementing new concepts, new product applications, and 
a unique guest experience. Suites were developed to provide separate space for sleep, 
for work, and for leisure. Each space exhibits an identity with high-end design elements 
reflective in the caseworks and in their application.

SCOPE  Supplied casegoods for 230 guest rooms. Product was custom designed and 
manufactured within the United States.  PRODUCT  Headboards, nightstands, desks, 
mobile desks, 3-drawer chests, luggage benches and side tables.
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